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Statics and dynamics of model dendrimers as studied
by molecular dynamics simulations
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Molecular dynamics simulations were performed for a series of AB2 dendrimer models, in
explicit-solvent solutions where the ratioRg /L ~Rg is the radius of gyration andL the size of the
simulation box! is kept between 0.15<Rg /L<0.2. Results on static properties~size, shape, density
profiles! are in good agreement with recent theoretical and experimental studies. Dynamic properties
are systematically investigated on the local and entire molecule length scale. The dynamic
characteristics of the examined models capture the qualitative behavior observed experimentally in
dendrimer molecules. The systematic and comparative nature of this study affords detailed insight
into the origin and the relative contribution of different relaxational mechanisms in the observed
dynamic spectra. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1394207#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Dendrimers have been a subject of growing interes
the past two decades motivated by the large number of
tential applications for these novel molecules.1,2 Biological
applications such as molecular recognition3,4 or delivery ve-
hicles for bioreactive molecules1,5 take advantage of the
unique molecular architecture of these materials while th
use as polymer rheology modifiers or processing aids6,7 ex-
ploit their transport/dynamic properties.8–11 Ever growing
and maturing chemistry protocols are allowing for proper
driven syntheses3,12 affording well characterized molecule
with low polydispersity and a minimal number of defects
the target morphology.2,13 The availability of these material
fosters new research into the structure-property relations
of these highly branched materials. Comparatively speak
most of these efforts concentrate on static quantities rela
to dynamic quantities affording large gaps in our understa
ing of these materials.14–29With this in mind, the aim of this
work is to explore the interrelation between the spatial s
and the structural/dynamic properties of dendrimer m
ecules and to proceed in a qualitative comparison to exp
mental findings. Special emphasis is placed on investiga
the relaxational characteristics of the examined models.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II details
given concerning the topology of the dendritic models us
and the relevant simulation parameters. Key static/struct
properties of the examined systems are described in Sec
and are compared to available theoretical and experime
findings of dendrimer molecules. In Sec. IV a detailed ana
sis of the dynamic characteristics of dendrimers is perform
to study relaxational mechanisms spanning a range of le
scales from a bond length up to the size of the entire d
drimer. Section V summarizes the main findings and d
cusses the general picture emerging from this study.

a!Author to whom all correspondence should be addressed; electronic
kkaratas@ulb.ac.be
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II. SIMULATION DETAILS

A. Description of the models

AB2 dendrimers of generations (G) 3, 4, 5, and 6 were
simulated in solution in the presence of explicit solvent m
ecules, at a volume fraction of approximately 4%. This e
sured that the ratio of the dendrimers’ size~as expressed by
the radius of gyrationRg) over the simulation box sizeL,
was kept as low as 0.15<Rg /L<0.20. The total number o
atoms in the simulation box amounted toNG5352049,
NG5454122,NG5558711, andNG56516 425.

As the intention was to investigate generic propert
arising from dendrimer topology, a freely joined bead–spr
model, commonly employed in theoretical studies, w
adopted. The dendrimer beads were represented as u
atoms~UAs! with mass corresponding to a CHi group, where
i is determined by the connectivity of each bead~e.g.,i 53 if
a bead is connected to only one other bead!. Each solvent
molecule was represented by a UA CH4 group.

The model chosen should be placed in the gene
category of coarse-grained models which have freque
been employed in theoretical30–32 or computational
studies11,19,20,33in order to study basic characteristic featur
of dendrimer molecules. In previous computational efforts
such dendrimer models, solution systems were studied
Molecular Dynamics~MD! employing uncorrelated white
noise,20 or with Brownian dynamics techniques invokin
correlations/hydrodynamic interactions~HIs! through the use
of the Rotne–Prager–Yamakawa tensor.11 On these grounds
our model where the solvent is explicitly represented by d
crete molecules is a step forward since HIs are implic
introduced through the correlations between the solvent
the dendrimer beads with no othera priori assumptions.
Nevertheless, it must be pointed out that a systematic inv
tigation of finite size effects on the static and, most imp
tantly, on the dynamic properties of the examined model
beyond the scope of the present work. Since, to our kno
il:
0 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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edge, such a systematic study has not yet been performe
dendrimer molecules, our approach for the treatment of
riodic boundary conditions/finite size effects is based on p
vious simulations of linear polymers in explicit-solvent sol
tions. The authors of Ref. 34 studied the finite size effect
transport and dynamic properties of single freely join
chains of varying length, at high dilution conditions whe
0.1,Rg /L,0.3. It was found that in this range the sta
properties of the chains did not present box-size effe
whereas the intermediate scattering functionS(q,t) ~q is the
scattering vector! appeared to be box-size dependent at
low q regime. This effect was attributed to the increase of
center of mass diffusion with the box size and found to
adequately described with the aid of the Kirkwood formu
for the chain diffusion coefficient after suitab
modification35 to incorporate image chain effects. This trea
ment, which was further discussed in Ref. 36, showed
apart from a numerical prefactor, the diffusion coefficient
the chain was a universal function of the ratioRg /L. This
ratio in the systems of Ref. 36 amounted to 0.195, 0.225,
0.228. Furthermore, regarding the dynamic behavior, it w
shown34 that despite theq dependence ofS(q,t) on the box
size ~weak for highq and more significant for lowerq val-
ues!, the local reorientational dynamics as described by
bond autocorrelation function yielded indistinguishable
sults for different box sizes~see Fig. 3 of Ref. 34!. Moreover,
this insensitivity to the box size was also observed in
behavior of correlation functions related to global cha
dimensions37 like the square end-to-end distance and
end-to-end vector autocorrelation functions.

Occurrence of the same behavior in a representativ
our dendrimer models (G53) was confirmed by studying
local and global reorientational dynamics after reducing
volume fraction~by increasing the box size and more th
doubling the number of solvent molecules! to 1.8%. Differ-
ences between the 4% and the 1.8% systems in the calcu
autocorrelation functions related to the length scale o
single bond or that of the entire dendrimer size were w
within the error bars. Analogously, it is assumed that reo
entational dynamics of the other dendrimer systems, fol
the same degree of insensitivity to box-size effects. It m
also be noted that even without this direct analogy the
and approximately constantRg /L ratio for our systems
should be sufficient to validate anyrelative comparison be-
tween the different dendrimer molecules examined.

The dendrimer topology invoked is schematically illu
trated in Fig. 1. The structure emerges from a trifunctio
core and emanates radially outward with bifunction
branching of every other bead. According to this scheme
dendrimer grown to theGth generation (G50,1,...) consists
of NG53P(2G1121)11 beads.P is the number of bonds
between branching points and is 2 in this case. The t
number of generations for a given dendrimer model is
noted byG while g will refer to beads belonging to the gt
shell of the dendrimer. AG50 dendrimer contains the cor
with three bonds each connecting it to a pair of bonded U
Downloaded 10 Jan 2002 to 139.91.254.18. Redistribution subject to A
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B. Simulation parameters

The bonds between the beads are allowed to fluctu
harmonically around an equilibrium value with a potent
energy as described byUbond5

1
2k( l 2 l 0)2. The parameters

k5158.35 kcal/mol andl 051.54 Å used are typical for the
description of linear hydrocarbon polymers.38 A Lennard-
Jones potentialU(r i j )54e@(s/r i j )

122(s/r i j )
6# is em-

ployed for the calculation of the nonbonded interactions
tween any pair of united atoms~i.e., dendrimer and solvent!.
A cutoff of r cut52.5s is used and thes parameter is se
equal tol 0 allowing simulations to be performed within th
limit of high excluded volume. Dendrimer beads and solve
beads are assigned the sames value. The energetic param
eter e was 0.113 kcal/mol and the simulation temperatu
was chosen so thate50.3kBT, following Reyet al.,39 where
it is shown to reproduceQ condition of linear polymers.
Since definition of an ‘‘exact’’Q condition for a dendrimer
molecule is not a simple task due to the nature of the ma
body interactions involved,40 the temperature correspondin
to theQ condition in linear chains was examined, in order
facilitate comparison to previous theoretical30 and
computational20 studies of similar dendrimer models, whe
results corresponding to this condition are available.

The simulations were performed within theDL–POLY

molecular dynamics package.41 The time step used was 1 f
corresponding toDt50.0012t, wheret5s(m/e)1/2 is the
characteristic time of the model~m is the average mass pe
bead, 13.7 amu!. From now on,l 0 andt will be used as the
standard units for length and time, respectively. Each sys
is equilibrated for about 23106 time steps in theNVT en-
semble after which the mean square radius of gyrat
(^Rg

2&) reached equilibrium. Production runs are then p
formed for at least 107 time steps in theNVE ensemble.

III. STATICÕSTRUCTURAL PROPERTIES

Figure 2 showsRg
2 for G53 throughG56 dendrimers

as a function of time during the production run. The avera
size of the dendrimer remains stable during the entire tra
tory. Table I lists the values of̂Rg

2& with the corresponding
standard deviations as a function of generation number
total number of beads per dendrimer molecule (N). The de-
pendence ofRg on the total number of beads per dendrim
N follows the power lawRg}Nx wherex50.3560.03. The

FIG. 1. Schematical representation of the dendrimer models examined
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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calculated exponent is in a very good agreement with
exponent x51/3 which was predicted by numerica
calculations18 ~see Figs. 5 and 6 where results from t
method discussed are compared to results from simulati!
and observed in several simulations20,28,33 and
experimental14,23,25studies of dendrimer systems.

Such a scaling behavior is characteristic20 of three-
dimensional compact objects being consistent with the
sults from structural studies of flexible dendrimer molecu
in solution.42 The implied space filling geometry requires
considerable degree of backfolding of the outer genera
beads. Although this conjecture is in disagreement with e
theoretical efforts,43 its validity is illustrated in previous nu
merical calculations and computer simulations18,20,25,44and
verified by recent experimental studies of dendrim
molecules.23,27,45,46Specifically, the extent of inward folding
increases with the dendrimerG value. The results reporte
here are in accord with these findings. Figure 3 shows
average number densities of dendrimer beads as a functio
the distance from the core for theG3 –G6 molecules. The
density profiles exhibit a plateau which broadens with
creasingG value followed by a monotonic decrease towa
the exterior of the molecule. It is of interest to resolve t
spatial distribution of beads belonging to topologically d
ferent generation shells~i.e., eachg value! within these pro-
files. Figure 4 illustrates the number density profiles due
the successive generation shells in theG6 dendrimer. Evi-
dently, the degree of backfolding increases with the gen
tion shell. The beads of the outer shell (g56) are found
throughout the dendrimer including distances close to
trifunctional core. The inset of Fig. 4 shows the correspo
ing histograms of radial distances of the beads from the c

FIG. 2. Instantaneous values of theRg
2.

TABLE I. Mean squared radius of gyration of the simulated systems.

G N ^Rg
2&/ l 0

2 Standard deviation

3 91 11.06 1.17
4 187 17.13 1.41
5 379 26.12 1.47
6 673 40.86 1.53
Downloaded 10 Jan 2002 to 139.91.254.18. Redistribution subject to A
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ter, with the location of the peak representing the aver
~solid line! signifying the Rg of the molecule. The peak
corresponding to different generational shells are shifted
longer distances asg increases, and the tails of the distrib
tions extend close to the center. Solid-state REDOR nuc
magnetic resonance~NMR! measurements on flexible den
drons revealed close contact between the focal and periph
groups.45 In addition, longitudinal NMR relaxation times in
paramagnetic core dendrimers indicated a close approac
all units within a dendrimer to the molecular core.47

Insight into the actual shape of the simulated dendrim
as a function of the generation number,G, can be extracted
from calculation of the molecular form factors and the re
tive aspect ratios along the principal axis of inertia. In Fig.
the scattering functions of the examined dendrimers
shown in the Kratky representation. The solid line deno
the form factor of a compact sphere with radius of gyrati
the same as that of theG6 dendrimer. Besides the majo
peak atqRg.1.7, a secondary peak is clearly resolved,

FIG. 3. Average bead number densities of the examined models. The p
observed at distancesr 5 l 0 and r .2l 0 correspond to one and two bon
lengths of the 0th generation beads.

FIG. 4. G6 model: bead number densities resolved in generational sh
Inset: the corresponding histogram of the number of beads as a functio
the radial distance from the core.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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5313J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 115, No. 11, 15 September 2001 Statics and dynamics of model dendrimers
pecially for the higher generation models atqRg.4.8 in ac-
cordance with the location of the second-order peak of
hard spherical geometry. The appearance of higher o
peaks in dendrimer scattering functions has been reporte
other numerical18 and computational48 studies of dendrimer
models. Experimentally, x-ray scattering data from high g
eration dendrimers exhibited a two side maxima in the m
sured small-angle scattering intensity as a function of
magnitude of the scattering vector, while observation o
secondary peak in the range ofqRg.4 – 5 has recently bee
reported in small-angle neutron scattering experiments25,49of
high generation poly~propyleneimine! and poly~amidoamine!
~PAMAM ! dendrimers.

Supplemental information pertinent to the geometry
the simulated models is obtained by examining the mom
of inertia of the systems. The aspect ratiosI z /I x and I z /I y

where I z ,I y ,I x represent the eigenvalues of the moment
inertia tensor in descending order, are plotted in Fig. 6. L

FIG. 5. Kratky plots for the studied dendrimer models. The solid line c
responds to a solid sphere with radius equal to the radius of gyration o
G6 model.

FIG. 6. Moment of inertia aspect ratios as a function of generation num
whereI z>I y>I x .
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generation dendrimers are asymmetric, while higher gen
tions assume a more globular structure as denoted from
progressive decrease of the aspect ratios toward unity.

IV. DYNAMICÕTRANSPORT PROPERTIES

The G value of a dendrimer heavily influences its d
namic behavior31 and experimental studies on the local m
bility in dendrimer molecules50,51 indicate the same trend. A
strong decrease of segmental diffusion withG value fol-
lowed by an analogous slow-down of long-time diffusion h
been reported in13C NMR studies in PAMAM dendrimers.52

In the following sections, the diffusion and the dynam
properties of our models are investigated in order to add
these observations.

A. Diffusion behavior

Dependence of the mean square displacement^Dr 2(t)&
~MSD! of a generation’s center of mass is shown in Fig.
The initial increase of the MSD depends on the molecu
weight of the dendrimer~decreases with increasingG!. The
inset of Fig. 7 illustrates the dependence of the center
mass diffusion coefficients on the number of UAs within t
dendrimer as extracted by the long-time slopes of the M
curves. A line of slope20.5 is shown which was the theo
retically predicted behavior for the diffusion of dendrim
models atQ conditions under the Zimm approximation~see
Fig. 8 of Ref. 31 at the high excluded volume limit!. In Fig.
8, the diffusion behavior is resolved over the differentg
shells for the lowest and the highest generation models
amined. The effective MSD of ag shell is calculated by
averaging over the MSDs of the beads belonging to t
shell. The diffusion of the center of mass of the whole de
drimer is shown for comparison as well. At short times,
gradual retardation of the MSD from the outer shell towa
the core is observed. Diffusion of the shells belonging to
G6 dendrimer exhibit a stronger dependence~i.e., slowing
down! on the shell number. This behavior persists to long
time scales compared to theG3 case resulting in overal

-
he

r,

FIG. 7. Mean square displacement of the center of mass of the exam
dendrimer models. The inset depicts the diffusion coefficient as a functio
beads per dendrimer.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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slower diffusion. Such a picture is consistent with the expe
mentally observed dependence of the local mobility on d
drimer size.

B. Dynamic properties
13C and2H NMR experiments52,53 in PAMAM dendrim-

ers revealed a marked dependence~i.e., slowing down! of
average segmental relaxation times with molecular weig
Additionally, segmental motion at dendrimer termini w
found to be significantly faster compared to the interior sit
Meltzer et al.52,53 interpreted their results in the context
the Lescanec–Muthukumar44 model, which invokes a den
sity profile with a maximum at the core followed by a mon
tonic decrease toward the exterior of the molecule. Th
reasoning is based on the strong molecular weight dep
dence of the density profile which might affect the segmen
mobility particularly at radial distances close to the co
However, predictions of this model like the shape of t
density profile and the scaling of the molecular size are
in accord with later studies14,18,20,23,25,33 ~including the
present work!, while criticism has been raised concerning t
ability of the kinetic growth procedure used to produce eq
librium structures.20,33,54

In order to address these observations in detail, the
jectories have been analyzed over a broad range of time
length scales. Local dynamics were studied through the
tocorrelation functions’~ACFs! decay of the bonds while
longer length-scale motions are investigated by monitor
the relaxational behavior of thecore-to-g-shell~CTg! vec-
tors. As is schematically illustrated in Fig. 9, the CTg~dot-
ted! vectors connect the topological center with beads
longing to distinctg shells. Therefore, this notation will refe
to a vector originating at the core and ending in any of
beads belonging to thegth shell of a dendrimer. Autocorre
lation functions C(t) were calculated asC(t)5^cosu(t)&
5^v̂(0)• v̂(t)&.v̂(0) andv̂(t) denote unit vectors in the direc

FIG. 8. Mean square displacement resolved in generation shells~a! G3
dendrimer,~b! G6 dendrimer.
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1. Data analysis method

Analysis of the correlation functions is performed
terms of their distribution of relaxation times~DRTs!.55 The
need to invoke a distribution of correlation times for a mo
accurate interpretation of relevantT1 NMR data has earlier
been noticed.52 In this approach, eachC(t) is described as a
continuous distribution of exponential processes accordin
the expressionC(t)5*2`

` F(ln(j))e2 t/jd ln j, whereF(ln(j))
symbolizes the normalized DRT.56 Information associated
with the existence of distinct motional processes and the
persion of exponential decays describing each process is
tracted from the number and the width of the peaks app
ing in the DRTs, respectively. A characteristic time~CT! for
the i th process appearing in the spectra~not to be confused
with the time unitt defined in Sec. II B! can be calculated a
t i5*Dt i

tF(ln(t))d ln t/*Dti
F(ln(t))d ln t whereDt i denotes the

time interval over which thei th peak extends. In case o
almost symmetric peaks, the location of the maximum p
vides a good estimate of the CT. If the integration is p
formed over the entire time window, an average timetav is
calculated which is equivalent to a time defined astav

5*0
tmaxC(t)dt.

2. Global reorientational motion

As mentioned earlier, dynamics on long length scales
probed by the relaxational behavior of the CTg vectors. T
reorientational motion of the entire dendrimer can appro
mately be represented by the dynamics of these vectors w
g refers to the outermost shell. This argument would stric
be true if the outer surface of the molecule were occup
exclusively by beads of the outermost shell. However, it
still a good approximation since beads belonging to the
ternal shell are more probable to be further from the core
thus closer to the surface~see inset of Fig. 4!.

Figure 10~a! displays the ACFs of the outermostg shells
of theG3, G4, G5, andG6 dendrimers. Corresponding DR
spectra are shown in Fig. 10~b!. DRTs for G3, G4, andG5
exhibit a double peak. A high amplitude/long time-sca

FIG. 9. Schematical illustration of the bond and the core-to-g-shell vectors
for g51. Bond vectors belonging to the first generational shell are shown
thick solid lines. CT1 vectors are represented by the dashed lines.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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5315J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 115, No. 11, 15 September 2001 Statics and dynamics of model dendrimers
mode is located around 100 ps with a low amplitude/sh
time mode observed on the time scale of a few ps. The r
tive amplitude of the fast process is less than 20% in
cases. The slow process apparently reflects the slow reo
tation of the dendrimer as a whole, which is the main mec
nism for the decorrelation of CTg vectors’ ACFs. The lo
amplitude mode can be attributed to the small contribut
expected from bond reorientation. In contrast, the DRT
the G6 dendrimer consists of three relaxational process
The extremely weak fast mode and the intermediate pro
occur on time scales comparable to the fast and the s
modes of theG3 –G5 dendrimers. The third relaxation pro
cess forG6 has the highest amplitude and is more than
decade slower compared to the intermediate mode. This
servation suggests that above a characteristic size dr
changes take place on the mechanism through which re
entation of the dendrimer is realized.

3. Local scale dynamics

Figure 11 compares ACFs of bond vectors belonging
inner g shells for all the examined dendrimers. Threeiso-
shell groups of ACFs are depicted:~a! g53, ~b! g52, ~c!
g51 ~for the shell numbering convention see Fig. 1!. The
molecular weight dependence of the spectral characteri
~shape, decay rate! of the ACFs is evident. At a given shel
bond reorientation slows down with dendrimer size. At
given molecular weight, faster decorrelation is observed ag
shells draw away from the core. A ‘‘relaxation map’’ of th

FIG. 10. ~a! ACFs for the CTg vectors of the exterior generational she
Lines through the points represent the fit resulted from application of
pression~1!. The behavior of the ACFs corresponding to G3 and G4 d
drimers are almost identical.~b! Corresponding DRTs.
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average correlation timestav is displayed in Fig. 12. Solid
lines connect points corresponding to shells of the same d
drimer (iso-G). Dotted lines connect points of shells of di
ferent dendrimers, but at the same distance from each
drimer’s outer shell~equidistant from the ‘‘surface,’’ referred
to as iso-D hereafter!. Apart from the dependence of th
correlation times on molecular weight~compare times at
constant shell number! and on the distance from the cor
~compare times at different shells ofiso-G curves!, some
additional features are worth noting. For the three lower s
modelsG3, G4, G5, an apparent insensitivity oftav to shell

.
-
-

FIG. 11. Comparison of ACFs of bond vectors located in three innermog
shells (g51,2,3). Lines through the points represent the fit resulted fr
the analysis procedure described by expression~1!.

FIG. 12. Average relaxation times for the bond ACFs, resolved in all
generation shells comprising each dedrimer. Solid lines connect points
longing to the same dendrimer. Dotted lines connect points correspondin
shells of different dendrimers, at a constant distance from the outerm
shell.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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FIG. 13. DRT spectra of the ACFs o
the generational shells for the exam
ined dendrimers. The perpendicula
lines mark the peak locations of th
processes of core-to-g-shell ACF DRT
spectra~see the text!.
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number along theiso-D curves is observed.G6 can approxi-
mately be embodied in the same argument only when c
sidering the outermost shell. The latter notion is consist
with observations from NMR measurements52 where relax-
ation times from dendrimer chain termini exhibit the weak
molecular weight dependence compared to internal sites
general, a significant overall retardation of bond reorien
tion takes place upon increase of molecular weight betw
the G5 and theG6 dendrimer.

Figure 13 shows the DRT spectra corresponding to
ACFs of bonds residing in the different generational shells
each dendrimer. Note that DRTs referring tog51,2,3 de-
scribe the corresponding ACFs displayed in Fig. 11. Verti
lines serve in marking the position of the maxima occurr
in the DRTs of the corresponding exterior CTg ACFs~ex-
cluding that of the fast bond reorientation! presented in Fig.
10~b!. Focusing on the smallest size model@Fig. 13~a!#, the
outer shell’s spectra possesses a single peak structure
maxima around 3 ps. The second shell’s DRT shows a ra
broad peak extending over two decades. The DRT of t
closest-to-the-core shell is bimodal signifying that relaxat
occurs on two characteristic time scales. The peak locatio
the fast process resides at the fast side of the broad se
shell’s spectra, and practically coincides with that of t
outer shell’s DRT. The other process being more than a
cade slower, overlaps with the long-time tail of the seco
shell’s DRT.

The higher amplitude of the slower mode, whose CT l
on top of that of the dominant slow mode of the CT3 vec
~marked by the vertical line!, indicates that local relaxation
close to the core is mainly attained through overall d
drimer rotation. The fast peak possessing the lower am
tude implies the existence of bond reorientation at ti
scales of the order of a few ps, in analogy to the fast proc
appearing in the CT3 DRT. At intermediate distances fr
the center, a combination of fast and slow dynamics res
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in a broad distribution extending over the entire dynam
window. At the external shell, fast bond reorientation tak
over as the principal motional mechanism.

The degree of coupling between fast and slow tim
scales of dendrimer motion appears to depend on the siz
the dendrimer. Figures 13~b!, 13~c!, and 13~d! present the
analogous DRT spectra corresponding toG4, G5, andG6
dendrimers, respectively. In theG4 model, the spectral char
acteristics of the DRTs for the two endmost shells resem
those of theirG3 analogs. A notable difference though is th
at the innermost shell the relative amplitude of the slow p
cess has been enhanced at the expense of the faster
~compare the relative peak areas between the slow and
fast processes at innermost shells forG3 andG4 dendrim-
ers!. In other words, the overall dendrimer rotation~repre-
sented by the slow process! has an increasing influence o
local scale relaxation close to the topological center w
increasing molecule size. DRTs of intermediate shells
broader, with ‘‘tails’’ instead of the more flattened interm
diate spectra inG3, through which passage from one e
treme time scale to the other takes place. These trends
tinue in the G5 model leading to a stronger separati
between the modes. Local relaxation in the shell adjacen
the core is almost ‘‘in phase’’~i.e., relaxes exclusively! with
the slow component of the overall dendrimer reorientati
This mode separation persists at higher generational sh
(g52,3) as manifested by their bimodal distributions.
even higher molecular weight, the relaxation picture b
comes more complex in analogy to the CT6 behavior@Fig.
10~b!#. DRTs of shells 1 and 6 exhibit features similar to t
smaller dendrimers’ spectra, i.e., they are governed by
two extreme time scales discussed before. At in-betw
shells local reorientation is instead realized via intermed
time scales.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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V. SUMMARYÕDISCUSSION

The radius of gyration of the examined models has b
found to scale by approximately the third power of molecu
weight suggesting three-dimensional compact objects
agreement with recent theoretical, computational, and
perimental results obtained for similar models. The cal
lated form factors approach the structure factor of a spher
the generation number increases. The same trend is sh
from the aspect ratios of the inertia eigenvalues. No abr
change of the moment of inertia eigenvalues is observe
reported in previous simulations,15 indicating a rather smooth
and continuous transition toward a spherical shape. T
transition is accommodated by an increase of the degre
backfolding from virtually all theg shells.

Diffusion at early times and local length scales is fou
to be molecular-weight dependent in accordance with exp
ment. Overall diffusion at the long-time limit appears
scale with molecular weight with an exponent close to20.5
in line with recent theoretical predictions for similar de
drimer models in conditions corresponding to theQ state of
linear chains.

The time scale of local dynamics close to the topologi
center is essentially determined by the overall dendrimer
tion, which in turn depends on the molecular size. On
other hand, molecular weight-independent fast reorienta
becomes the principal relaxation mechanism at sites rem
from the core and close to the dendrimer periphery. Th
findings rationalize experimental observations regarding
molecular weight dependence of local relaxation within
interior of a dendrimer and the much faster and virtua
molecular weight-independent dynamics of sites furth
from the core. Moreover, at high generations where the
erage core-to-surface separation is increased, interme
time scale dynamics characterize local relaxation at gen
tional shells residing in between the two extreme~g51 and
g5G! shells. This behavior can be visualized as an effec
‘‘ dynamic layering.’’ Local motions within the interior of the
dendrimer are bounded by a ‘‘slow layer’’ on the time sca
of the overall dendrimer motion composed of a few gene
tions close to the core and a ‘‘fast layer’’ on the time scale
bond reorientation consisting of beads within the outerm
g shell. The interior time scales are expected to depend
the specific topological features of the dendrimers such
the branching functionality and the number of spacer bo
between the branching points. Further understanding and
ploitation of ‘‘dynamic layering’’ could be of potential us
for time-dependent release of host molecules~e.g., in a con-
trolled drug-delivery mechanism!.

In conclusion, we have presented a comprehensive
lecular dynamics study on static and dynamic properties
molecules of perfect dendritic topology~see Fig. 1! as a
function of molecular size, in explicit-solvent solution
Evaluation of our simulation models by examination of th
static characteristics resulted in a close agreement with
perimental observations in similar systems. Special emph
was given in identifying the mechanisms through which o
entational relaxation is realized in different length and tim
scales. Our results can rationalize relevant experimental fi
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ings, leading therefore to a better understanding of the
namics of these molecules.
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